


B R I E F T O O L SC L I E N T

This project was part of my User Experience 

Design Immersive at General Assembly,  

Summer 2014.

Our objective was to redesign the Intrepid Travel 

website to include “comfort” trips designed to 

appeal for an older demographic and creating 

an experience that translated across digital 

platforms.

Intrepid Travel runs adventure groups tours 

and offers once in a lifetime opportunities to 

have authentic experiences in international 

destinations.

Founded in 1989, Intrepid Travel visits 100 

destinations each year where travelors can 

explore the country like a local.

OVERVIEW

M Y  R O L E
VISUAL DESIGNER

As the lead visual designer, I was responsible 

for sketching the user interface, wireframing, 

assembling the hi-fidelity mock-ups and 

deliverables, as well as executing the user 

research, conducting interviews, creating 

personas and mapping user flows.
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DISCOVERY

Our first step was to understand the current trip finder widget on 

Intrepid Travel website. When tested, the current widget resulted 

in 0 search results countless times and the user needed to go 

back and change every available input in order to find results. 

Thus, understanding the pain point the user experienced.

Our focus was to redesign the information architecture in regards 

to the search functionality and a clearer explanations of trip 

types offered.



The next step for our research was to 

understand the key features Intrepid Travel 

currently implemented but also understand 

it’s competitor’s advantage. We created a 

competitive analysis chart to narrow down 

the essential features.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS



VISUAL LAYOUT ANALYSIS

Next, we created a visual analysis chart to 

understand the content. We discovered that the 

successful sites used responsive web design 

to tailor the experience across platforms and 

provided the right amount of content without 

overwhelming the user.



SURVEYS

S U R V E Y S

From using the research collected from the 

competitive analysis, we were able to tailor our 

survey questions to learn about our users behavior 

and habits. More importantly, how they traveled, 

who booked the vacation and why they booked 

their vacation.

F I N D I N G S

One of the biggest pain points was that the users 

found vacation planning to be impersonal. 

The reasons for vacationing varied as much as 

their demographic did. This meant the search 

functionality had to be flexible enough to 

accommodate all types. Certain factors like safety 

and price came up frequently which helped us 

figure what information to show on trip pages.

U S E R  I N T E R V I E W S

As a team, we conducted over 40 interviews in order 

to understand the customer base by discovering 

behavior and travel patterns.

Users spoke passionately about their past trips 

and future vacations they wish to embark on. Also, 

users would speak fondly about activities they 

participated in. We wanted to encapsulate that 

narrative within the Intrepid experience.



PERSONAS

PERSONALITY TYPE: 

 

AGE:

 

OCCUPATION:

 

LOCATION:

 

INTERESTS:

 

 

NEEDS

PAIN POINTSWANTS

GOAL

BIO
Lisa is the mother of two children, a son and a daughter. Her son, Jacob, is 20 years and in college. Her daughter, Rose, is 16 
years old and in high school. She’s an office assistant in a real estate company. Her husband is an engineer. Lisa organizes 
travel plans for her boss. When it comes to her family’s annual trip, she’s the one who makes the plans too.

As the kids grew up, everyone had different ideas fo the best vacation. Lisa has to juggle everyone’s interests and find the 
best deal that satisfies said interests.

She usually starts planning in advance so that she can have enough time to discuss trip options with her family, take advan-
tage of discounted tours, and set a solid itinerary. This year she’s planning a summer tour to Europe that includes going to 
the beach, great food, and some cultural events. 

LISA

• Be able to book a trip for her family that meets 
everyone’s  expectations

• Fun, interesting activities that fit everyone’s interests 
into one trip

• Easily browse trips and know their availibility
• Get recommended trips based on destination, 

vacation time, duration, budget or theme

“My family tells me what vacation they want to have,  
I end up looking for a tour that meet everyone's interests.”

• To see the details of the trip activities in order to 
better plan an itinerary 

• Customize her own family trip if there aren’t any 
available tours.

• There to be a rating and review system about offered 
trips as well as information about discounts

• Trouble to find destinations based on their vacation 
time availability

• Being unable to easily compare two or more tours
• Tours not being flexible about activities and not 

having enough information about said activities

The Planner

Google+, Linkedin, and 
Facebook 

46 years old

Office Assistant

New York

Family activities,food, finding 
good deals, Art exhibits

SOCIAL MEDIA:

Next, we identified the behavioral patterns and grouped them according 

to their interest group. From here, we created five personas to validate 

potential features. Our main persona, Lisa, embodied the new market 

Intrepid Travel’s wants to target. Lisa’s main goal was to book a 

vacation that suited all her family’s wants and needs.
YUAN 

The Honeymooner
VANESSA 

The Student
SAGE 

The Hippie

ANTHONY 
The Family Man



SKETCHING & IDEATIONS
PAPER PROTOTYPING! USER TESTING RESULT ANALYSIS!

Designing for mobile, we started sketching 

possible interfaces that our users would use 

to search for a trip. We paper prototyped 

an interactive drop down menu with icons 

for each category. Unfortunately, users were 

unclear how to access the drop down menu.



ITERATIONS

We went back to the drawing board and reorganized the information architecture. This allowed the user to search for trips based on their Interest, 

Destination or Trip Styles that Intrepid offers.

We reiterated on the trip finder widget and designed the MadLib feature. With every input the user would choose, the widget would automate the 

number of the available trips. This not only made the user experience more pleasurable when searching for trips but it encapsulated the Intrepid 

brand and experience through storytelling.



USER FLOW

Our initial user flow was created for our main users, Lisa. We put ourselves in her shoes in order to understand her pain points and discovered our 

first iteration lacked a personable experience.



SITE MAP



WIREFRAMES & TESTING

In our next iteration, we discovered through testing that user needed the option to filter search result from the vacation listing page without 

repeating the process from the beginning. We implemented a hidden search filter to allow for a flexible search.



HI-FIDELITY MOCK-UPS

We resulted with a responsive redesign of the Intrepid Travel website. User can search for trips based off of their 

Interests, Destination or Trips Styles as well as the Madlib Trip Finder Widget which encapsulates the Intrepid brand 

through storytelling.



HI-FIDELITY MOCK-UPS



HI-FIDELITY MOCK-UPS



V IE W P OR T F OL IO

THANK YOU!
TO VIEW MORE WORK, VISIT MY PORTFOLIO WEBSITE

http://www.rosachae.com

